Imperial Forces
Rhine Campaign
1638

Troops in Winter Quarters on the Upper Rhine 1637-1638

Croatians on Picket Duty:
- R. Isolani Croatian Cavalry Regiment (10 cos)
- Corpus Croatian Cavalry Regiment (10 cos)*
- Beygott Croatian Cavalry Regiment (10 cos)*
- Unknown Croatian Cavalry Regiment
- Mirkovic Croatian Cavalry Regiment (being dissolved)
- Ragovic Croatian Cavalry Regiment (10 cos)
- Draghi Croatian Cavalry Regiment (10 cos)*
- de la Mollie Dragoon Regiment (10 cos)
  * sent to Burgundy in the spring

Main Army:
- Savelli Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Enckhevoert Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Göltz Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Reinach Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Metternich (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Edelstatten (Bavarian) Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Bamberg Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Florence Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Brück Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Bissingen Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Lamboy Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Sperreuter Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Neu-Piccolomini Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Solis Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Billeck (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Gayling (Bavarian) Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Neunegg (Allied) Cuirassier Regiment (10 cos)
- Valois (Bavarian) Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Jan de Werth (Bavarian) Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Horst (Bavarian) Arquebusier Regiment (10 cos)
- Wolff Dragoon Regiment (10 cos)
- Jan de Werth Dragoon Regiment (10 cos)
- de la Mollie Dragoon Regiment (10 cos)
- Neu-Piccolomini Light Cavalry Regiment